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Abstract

The efficiency of extracting topological information from point data depends largely on the complex
that is built on top of the data points. From a computational viewpoint, the favored complexes for
this purpose have so far been Vietoris-Rips and witness complexes. While the Vietoris-Rips complex
is simple to compute and is a good vehicle for extracting topology of sampled spaces, its size becomes
prohibitively large for reasonable computations. The witness complex on the other hand enjoys a smaller
size because of a subsampling, but fails to capture the topology in high dimensions unless imposed
with extra structure. We investigate a complex called thegraph induced complexthat, to some extent,
enjoys the advantages of both. It works on a subsample but still retains the power of capturing the
topology as the Vietoris-Rips complex. It only needs a graphconnecting the original sample points from
which it builds a complex on the subsample thus taming the size considerably. We show that, using
the graph induced complex one can (i) infer the one dimensional homology of a manifold from a lean
subsample, (ii) reconstruct a surface in three dimension from a sparse subsample without computing
Delaunay triangulations, (iii) infer the persistent homology groups of compact sets from a sufficiently
dense sample. We provide experimental evidences in supportof our theory.
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1 Introduction

Acquiring knowledge about a sampled space from a set of points has become a key problem in many areas
of science and engineering. The sampled space could be a hidden manifoldsitting in some high dimensions,
or could be a compact subset of some Euclidean space. Topological information such as the rank of the
homology groups, or their persistent behavior can divulge important features of the hidden space. Therefore,
a considerable effort has ensued to extract topological information from point data in recent years [7, 9, 15,
19]. With the advent of advanced technologies, the data is often generated in abundance. Mixed with the
burden of high dimensionality, large data sets pose a challenge to the resource required to process them. As
a result, some recent investigations have focused on how to use a lighter data structure or sparsify the input,
which aids a faster computation, but still guarantees that the output inference is correct.

Point data by themselves do not have interesting topology. So, a foremost step in inferring topology
from data is to impose a structure such as a simplicial complex onto it. The Delaunay, Čech, Vietoris-Rips,
and witness complexes are some of the most commonly proposed complexes forthis purpose. Among these,
Vietoris-Rips (Rips in short) and witness complexes [9] have been favored because they can be constructed
with simple computations. Rips complexes are easy to construct as they can be built from a graph by
recognizing the cliques in it. However, the presence of simplices corresponding to all cliques makes its
size quite large. Even in three dimensions with a few thousand points, the size of the Rips complex can
be an obstacle, if not a stopper, for further processing. Witness complexes, on the other hand, have too
few simplices to capture the topology of the sampled space in dimensions three ormore [4]. To tackle this
issue, Boissonnat et al. [4] suggested modifications to the original definition of witness complex [24]. This
enlarges the witness complexes but makes it more complicated and costly to compute.

Figure 1: A graph induced complex shown with bold vertices, edges, and ashaded triangle on left. Input
graph within the shaded triangle is shown on right.

We investigate a new complex, a version of which was originally introduced in [17] for the application
of sensor network routing. We set up a more general definition and call itthegraph induced complex. We
provide new theoretical understanding of the graph induced complex in terms of topology inference. In
particular, we show that, when equipped with an appropriate metric, this complex can help deciphering
the topology from data. It retains the simplicity of the Rips complex as well as the sparsity of the witness
complex. Its construction resembles the sparsified Rips complex proposed in[23] and also the combinatorial
Delaunay triangulation proposed in [6], but it does not build a Rips complexon the subsample and thus is
sparser than the Rips complex with the same set of vertices. This fact makes areal difference in practice as
our preliminary experiments show. The idea of graph induced complex also bears similarity to the geodesic
Delaunay triangulation which was proposed to recover the topology of a bounded planar region (with holes)
from point samples [18]. Our work investigates its theoretical properties and generalizes it to settings beyond
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the planar case.
Given a graphG on a set of pointsP equipped with a metric, one can build a graph induced complex

on a subsampleQ ⊆ P as follows. A simplex is in the complex if and only if its vertex setV ⊆ Q has
the property that a set of points inP , each being closest to exactly one vertex inV , forms a clique inG.
Figure 1 shows a graph induced complex for a set of data points in the plane. Subsampled points are the
darker vertices. Input points are grouped according to the proximity to thesubsampled vertices (indicated
with a Voronoi partition). The shaded triangle enlarged on the righthand side is in the graph induced complex
since there is a3-clique in the input graph whose 3 vertices have 3 different closest point in the subsample.
Observe that, in this example, the graph induced complex has the same homologyas the sampled space.

Figure 2 shows experimental results on two data sets, 40,000 sample points from a Klein bottle inR
4

and 15,000 sample points from the primary circle of natural image data considered inR
25 [1]. The graphs

connecting any two points withinα = 0.05 unit distance for Klein bottle andα = 0.6 unit distance for the
primary circle were taken as input for the graph induced complexes. The2-skeleton of the Rips complexes
for theseα parameters have608, 200 and1, 329, 672, 867 simplices respectively. These sizes are too large
to carry out fast computations.
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Figure 2: Comparison results for Klein bottle inR
4 (top row) and primary circle inR25 (bottom row). The

estimatedβ1 for three complexes are shown on the left, and their sizes are shown on logscale on right.

For comparison, we constructed the graph induced complex, sparsified Rips complex, and the witness
complex on the same subsample determined by a parameterδ. The parameterδ is also used in the graph
induced complex (see definitions later) and the witness complex. The edges inthe Rips complex built on the
samesubsamplewere of lengths at mostα+2δ (justified by Proposition 2.8). We variedδ and observed the
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rank of the one dimensional homology group (β1). The plots show that the graph induced complex captured
β1 correctly for a significantly wider range ofδ (left plots) while its size remained comparable to that of
the witness complex (right plots). In some cases, the graph induced complexcould capture the correctβ1

with remarkably small number of simplices. For example, it hadβ1 = 2 for Klein bottle when there were
278 simplices forδ = 0.7 and154 simplices forδ = 1.0. In both casesβ1 for Rips and witness complexes
did not match with that of the sampled spaces while the Rips complex had a much larger size (loge scale
plot) and the witness complex had comparable size. This illustrates why the graph induced complex can be
a better choice than the Rips and witness complexes.

We establish three different results. First, we show that the one-dimensional homology group of sur-
faces in three dimensions can be determined by graph induced complexes. Even the surface itself can be
reconstructed with some post-processing from a sparse subsample of a sample that could be excessively
dense. Second, we show that, for higher-dimensional manifolds, one-dimensional homology can still be
determined from graph induced complexes with a simple modification of the metric. Finally, we extend our
results to other homology groups where we show that the persistent homology groups of a pair of graph
induced complexes can determine the homology groups of compact spaces.Experimental results support
our theory.

2 Graph induced complex and preliminaries

First we define the graph induced complex in a more abstract setting which does not require a metric.

Definition 2.1 LetG(V ) be a graph with the vertex setV and letν : V → V ′ be a vertex map whereν(V ) =
V ′ ⊆ V . The graph induced complexG(G(V ), V ′, ν) is defined as the simplicial complex where ak-simplex
σ = {v′1, v

′
2, . . . , v

′
k+1} is in G(V, V ′, ν) if and only if there exists a(k + 1)-clique{v1, v2, . . . , vk+1} ⊆ V

so thatν(vi) = v′i for eachi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}. To see that it is indeed a simplicial complex, observe that
a subset of a clique is also a clique.

Now we specialize the graph induced complex to the case where the vertices of the input graph come
from a metric space.

Definition 2.2 A metric space(X, d) is a pair whereX is a set andd : X×X → R+ is a distance function
satisfyingd(x, y) ≥ 0, d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y, d(x, y) = d(y, x), andd(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y).

Definition 2.3 Let (P, d) be a metric space whereP is a finite point set and letQ ⊂ P be a subset. Let
νd : P → Q denote the nearest point map whereνd(p) is a point inargminq∈Q d(p, q). Given a graph
G(P ) with vertex setP , we define its graph induced complex asG(G(P ), Q, d) := G(G(P ), Q, νd).

Among the many possible choices ford, we will focus on two cases whered = dE , the Euclidean
distance, andd = dG, the graph distance induced by the graphG(P ) assuming its edges have non-negative
weights. For any two verticesp1, p2 ∈ P , the distancedG(p1, p2) is the length of the shortest path between
p1 andp2 in G(P ). We will describe the choices of the distance functions when necessary.

In our case, the point setP will be a discrete subset of a compact smooth manifoldM ⊂ R
n without

boundary, or of a compact setX ⊂ R
n. The graphG(P ) will be the graphGα(P ) = (P, Eα) where

(p1, p2) ∈ Eα if and only if ‖p1 − p2‖ ≤ α. The graph induced complex induced byGα(P ) on a subset
Q ⊆ P under a distance functiond will be the focus of our study. To emphasize the dependence on the
parameterα, we write it asGα(P, Q, d) := G(Gα(P ), Q, d). Notice thatGα(P ) is induced by Euclidean
metric whereasd is used to define the nearest point map in constructingGα(P, Q, d). As mentioned ealier,
the graph induced complex bears a similarity to the complex considered in [17, 18]. One may also draw a
parallel between the graph induced complexes and the well-known witness complexes [24] whereP acts as
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a witness setW andQ acts as a landmark setL ⊆ W . However, the analogy does not extend any further
since the construction of the witness complex and its variants [4] differs from that of the graph induced
complex. For example, the original witness complex defined in [24] includes ak-simplex with vertex set
in L only if its vertices belong to thek-nearest neighbors of a point inW . In contrast the graph induced
complex includes ak-simplex only if its vertices have nearest neighbors inW that form ak-clique in a
graph built on the vertices belonging toW . Similar to the witness complex, the graph induced complex
builds upon a subsampling, but, unlike the witness complex, it enjoys some topological properties without
any extra modifications such as weighting [4].

2.1 Sampling, homology, and sandwiching

As indicated before, the input point setP is a sample of a smooth manifoldM or a compact setX embedded
in Euclidean space. We will also subsampleP according to a distance functiond. Therefore, we define
sampling in a more general context.

Definition 2.4 A finite setP ⊆ X is anε-sample of a metric space(X, d), if for each pointx ∈ X there is
a pointp ∈ P so thatd(x, p) ≤ ε. Additionally,P is calledδ-sparse ifd(p1, p2) ≥ δ for any pair of points
in P .

The point setP does not have interesting topology by itself. We build simplicial complexes usingP as
the vertex set to infer the topology of the sampled spaceX. Specifically, our goal is to infer the homology
groups of a manifold or a compact set from whichP is sampled by computing the homology groups of a
simplicial complex built withP as vertices. LetHr(·) denote ther-dimensional homology group. It refers
to the singular homology when the domain is a manifold or a compact set, and to the simplicial homology
when it is a simplicial complex. Also, all homology groups are assumed to be defined over the finite field
Z2.

Our main tool for topological inference rests on the relationship between thegraph induced complexes
and the Rips complexes that are known to capture information about the homology groups of spaces [2, 21].

Definition 2.5 Given a point setP ⊆ R
n and a parameterα, the Rips complexRα(P ) = Rα(P, dE) is a

simplicial complex where a simplexσ belongs toRα(P ) if and only if all vertices ofσ, drawn fromP , are
within α Euclidean distance of each other.

Notice that we define Rips complexes with Euclidean distances instead of general metrics which will be
assumed throughout this paper. It is known that such Rips complexes capture the topology of a manifoldM
if the parameters are chosen right [2, 21]. We utilize this fact to inferH1(M) by exploiting a sandwiching
property of graph induced complexes by Rips complexes. To prove this fact, we recall the concept of
contiguous maps from algebraic topology. Our main interest in this concept isthe fact that two contiguous
maps between two simplicial complexes induce the same homomorphism at the homology level.

Definition 2.6 ([22]) Let K1 andK2 be two simplicial complexes connected by two simplicial mapsa :
K1 → K2 and b : K1 → K2. We saya and b are contiguous, if and only if for any simplexσ ∈ K1, the
simplicesa(σ) andb(σ) are faces of a common simplex inK2.

Fact 2.7 ([22]) If a : K1 → K2 and b : K1 → K2 are contiguous, then the induced homomorphisms
a∗ : Hr(K1) → Hr(K2) andb∗ : Hr(K1) → Hr(K2) are equal.
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In our case two simplicial complexes will beK1 = Rα(P ) andK2 = Rβ(P ) for someβ > α. The map
a is an inclusionRα(P ) →֒ Rβ(P ). For the mapb, we consider a simplicial maph : Rα(P ) → Gα(P, Q, d)
which composed with an inclusionGα(P, Q, d) →֒ Rβ(P ) providesb. We elaborate on this construction.

The vertex sets ofRα(P ) andGα(P, Q, d) areP andQ respectively with a vertex mapνd : P → Q
wherep ∈ P maps to one of its closest point(s)νd(p) ∈ Q. Observe thatGα(P ) is the1-skeleton ofRα(P ).
Therefore, the edges of a(k + 1)-clique inGα(P ) constitute the1-skeleton of ak-simplex inRα(P ) and
vice versa. The vertex mapνd extends to a simplicial maph : Rα(P ) → Gα(P, Q, d) where ak-simplex
{p1, p2, · · · , pk+1} in Rα(P ) is mapped to a simplex (of dimension at mostk) with the vertex set{νd(pi)}.
To see thath is well defined, observe that any subset of the(k+1)-clique{p1, p2, · · · , pk+1} is also a clique
in Gα(P ) and hence{νd(pi)} is a simplex inGα(P, Q, d). The following result is used later.

Proposition 2.8 Let (P, d) be a metric space whereP ⊂ R
n is a finite set and for every pairp1, p2 ∈ P ,

d(p1, p2) is at least the Euclidean distance‖p1 − p2‖. LetQ be aδ-sample of(P, d). We have the sequence

Rα(P )
h

−→ Gα(P, Q, d)
j
→֒ Rα+2δ(P )

wherej is an inclusion andj◦h is contiguous to the inclusioni : Rα(P ) →֒ Rα+2δ(P ). Hence,j∗◦h∗ = i∗.

Proof: The maph is well-defined as we detailed before. We observe thatGα(P, Q, d) ⊆ Rα+2δ(P ) because,
by triangle inequality, any edge(q1, q2) of a simplexσ ∈ Gα(P, Q, d) satisfiesd(q1, q2) ≤ α + 2δ. Since
d(q1, q2) ≥ ‖q1−q2‖ by assumption, the edge(q1, q2) and hence the simplexσ are inRα+2δ(P ). It follows
that the inclusion mapj is well-defined.

To prove the contiguity, consider a simplexσ in Rα(P ). We need to show that the vertices ofσ andh(σ)
span a simplex inRα+2δ(P ). Clearly, all vertices ofσ are withinα distance of each other. By definition
of h, all vertices ofh(σ) are within distanceα + 2δ. Let u be a vertex ofσ andh(v) be a vertex ofh(σ)
wherev is a vertex ofσ. Then the Euclidean distance‖u−h(v)‖ is at most‖u− v‖+ ‖v−h(v)‖ ≤ α + δ.
Therefore, all vertices ofσ andh(σ) are withinα + 2δ distance. Hence, the simplexσ andh(σ) are faces
of a common simplex inRα+2δ(Q) proving the claim of contiguity.

Computing graph induced complexes. One may wonder how to efficiently construct the graph induced
complexes in practice. Our experiments show that the following procedure runs quite efficiently in practice.
It takes advantage of computing nearest neighbors within a range and, more importantly, computing cliques
only in a sparsified graph.

Let the ballB(q, δ) in metric d be called theδ-cover for the pointq. A graph induced complex
Gα(P, Q, d) whereQ is aδ-sparseδ-sample can be built easily by identifyingδ-covers with a rather standard
iterative algorithm similar to the greedy (farthest point) iterative algorithm of [20]. LetQi = {q1, . . . , qi}
be the point set sampled so far fromP . We maintain the invariants (i)Qi is δ-sparse and (ii) every point
p ∈ P that are in the union ofδ-covers

⋃

q∈Qi
B(q, δ) have their closest pointν(p) = argminq∈Qi

d(p, q)
in Qi identified. To augmentQi to Qi+1 = Qi ∪ {qi+1}, we choose a pointqi+1 ∈ P that is outside the
δ-covers

⋃

q∈Qi
B(q, δ). Certainly,qi+1 is at leastδ units away from all points inQi thus satisfying the first

invariant. For the second invariant, we check every pointp in theδ-cover ofqi+1 and updateν(p) to beqi+1

if its distance toqi+1 is smaller than the distanced(p, ν(p)). At the end, we obtain a sampleQ ⊆ P whose
δ-covers cover the entire point setP and thus is aδ-sample of(P, d) which is alsoδ-sparse.

Next, we construct the simplices ofGα(P, Q, d). This requires identifying cliques inGα(P ) that have
vertices with different closest points inQ. We delete every edgepp′ from Gα(P ) whereν(p) = ν(p′).
Then, we determine every clique{p1, . . . pk} in the remaining sparsified graph and include the simplex
{ν(p1), . . . , ν(pk)} in Gα(P, Q, d). The main saving here is that many cliques of the original graph are
removed before it is processed for clique computation. We use the recentlyproposed simplex tree which
computes cliques efficiently both time and space-wise [5].
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3 Surface point data

In this section, we infer the geometry and topology of a surface through thegraph induced complex. Let
M be a smooth, compact, connected surface embedded inR

3 that has no boundary. We assume thatM has
positive reachρ = ρ(M) which is the minimum distance ofM to its medial axis. LetP be anε-sample
of the metric space(M, dE) wheredE is the Euclidean distance. Consider the graph induced complex
Gα(P, Q, dE). In this section, the subsetQ ⊂ P is assumed to be aδ-sparseδ-sample of(P, dE).

Our result in this section is that under certain conditions onα, ε and δ, Gα(P, Q, dE) captures the
homology ofM and contains the restricted Delaunay triangulationDel|M Q as defined below. The sparsity
of Q turns out to be a crucial condition in the argument.

Definition 3.1 LetDel Q denote the Delaunay triangulation of a point setQ ⊂ R
3. The restricted Delaunay

triangulation ofQ with respect to a manifoldM ⊂ R
3, denotedDel|M Q, is defined to be the subcomplex

of DelQ formed by all Delaunay simplices whose Voronoi duals intersectM .

3.1 Topological inference fromGα(P,Q, dE)

Consider the sequenceRα(P )
h

−→ Gα(P, Q, d)
j
→֒ Rα+2δ(P ) in Proposition 2.8. WhenP , anε-sample

of (M, dE), is sufficiently dense, it is known thati∗ : H1(R
α(P )) → H1(R

β(P )) is an isomorphism for
appropriateα andβ. The homomorphismh∗ is injective if i∗ is an isomorphism sincei∗ = j∗ ◦ h∗. If we
can show thath∗ is also surjective, thenh∗ is an isomorphism. We now show thath∗ is indeed surjective for
H1-homology and hence information aboutH1(M) can be obtained by computingH1(G

α(P, Q, dE)). First,
we observe the following. LetPq ⊆ P be the points who haveq ∈ Q as the closest point. Notice that by
the definitino ofh, h(Pq) = {q}. To prove thath∗ is surjective, it is sufficient to prove that the preimage of
each 1-cycle inGα(P, Q, dE) contains a 1-cycle ofRα(P ). This, in turn, is true if the 1-skeleton ofRα(Pq)
is connected.

Proposition 3.2 If the1-skeleton ofRα(Pq) is connected for allq ∈ Q, thenh∗ is surjective.

Proof: We show that the chain maph# induced by the simplicial maph is surjective. It follows that the
homomorphismh∗ induced at the homology level is also surjective. Letc = q0q1+q1q2+· · ·+qkq0 be any1-
cycle inGα(P, Q, dE). The edgesqi−1qi andqiqi+1 have edges, saypi−1p

′
i andpip

′
i+1 respectively, in their

preimage underh in Rα(P ). Consider a pathγi betweenpi andp′i in Rα(Pqi
) whereh(pi) = h(p′i) = qi.

Such a path exists becauseRα(Pq) is connected for allq ∈ Q. We have a1-cycle

c′ = p0p
′
1 + γ1 + p1p

′
2 + γ2 + p2p

′
3 + · · · + γk + pkp

′
0 + γ0

in Rα(P ) so thath#(c′) = c. This shows thath∗ is surjective in the first homology group.
The1-skeleton ofRα(Pq) is connected if the union of ballsBq =

⋃

Pq
B(p, α

2 ) is connected because
an edgep1p2 is in Rα(Pq) if the respective ballsB(p1,

α
2 ) andB(p2,

α
2 ) intersect. LetVq be the Voronoi

cell of q in the Voronoi diagramVor Q. Let Mq = Vq ∩ M be the restricted Voronoi region. It turns out
(we will prove it later in Proposition 3.4) that ifMq is contained inBq andMq is connected, thenBq is
connected. It may seem a priori thatBq would containMq if P is a dense sample. Unfortunately, that is not
true as Figure 3 illustrates. To avoid such a case, we require that the Voronoi cells do not subtend very small
angles between their facets which is ensured by theδ-sparsity ofQ. Proposition 3.3 below usesδ-sparsity
in a subtle way to prepare for the proof thatBq containsMq. This result will also be used later to show that
the graph induced complexGα(P, Q, dE) in fact contains the restricted Delaunay triangulationDel|M Q.

For a simplexσ ∈ Del|M Q, we call a ballB(c, r) a surface Delaunay ballof σ if c ∈ M and its
boundary contains the vertices ofσ.
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Figure 3: In a long thin Voronoi cell,Bq may be disconnected and may not containMq.

Proposition 3.3 LetP be anε-sample of(M, dE), andQ a δ-sparseδ-sample of(P, dE). Letσ ∈ Del|M Q
be a restricted Delaunay triangle or edge with a vertexq ∈ Q. Let c be the center of a surface Delaunay
ball of σ. If 8ε ≤ δ ≤ 2

27ρ(M), then there is a pointp ∈ P so thatp ∈ B(c, 4ε) andq is the closest point to
p among all points inQ.

Proof: See Appendix A for the proof.
Now, we are ready to prove thatMq is contained in the union of balls

⋃

Pq
B(p, α

2 ).

Proposition 3.4 If α ≥ 12ε and 8ε ≤ δ ≤ 2
27ρ(M), thenMq ⊂

⋃

{p∈Pq}
B(p, α

2 ) which implies that
Rα(Pq) is path connected ifMq is path connected.

Proof: SinceP is an ε-sample ofM , ∀x ∈ M , there exists a pointp ∈ B(x, ε) wherep ∈ P . Let
P

′

q = P ∩ (
⋃

x∈Mq
B(x, ε)). Then, we haveMq ⊂

⋃

p∈P
′
q
B(p, ε) for if x ∈ Mq, there existsp ∈ P ′

q with

p ∈ B(x, ε) requiringx ∈ B(p, ε). On the other hand, recall thatPq = Mq ∩ P . Hence ifp ∈ P
′

q \ Pq,
thenB(p, ε) contains some boundary pointx ∈ ∂Mq. The pointx belongs to a Voronoi facet in the Voronoi
diagram ofQ and henceB(x, ‖q − x‖) is a surface Delaunay ball. By Proposition 3.3, we can find a
point u ∈ Pq such that‖u − x‖ ≤ 4ε. Thus,B(p, ε) ⊂ B(u, (4 + 2)ε). Takingα ≥ 12ε, we get that
Mq ⊂

⋃

p∈P
′
q
B(p, ε) ⊂

⋃

p∈Pq
B(p, α

2 ).

Since every ball in{B(p, ε)|p ∈ Pq} intersectsMq, we have thatBq =
⋃

{p∈Pq}
B(p, α

2 ) is path con-
nected ifMq is path connected. On the other handRα(Pq) is path connected ifBq is path connected proving
the claim.

We can now present the main result of this subsection.

Theorem 3.5 Let P be anε-sample of a smooth compact surfaceM embedded inIR3, and Q ⊆ P a
δ-sparseδ-sample of(P, dE). For 12ε ≤ α ≤ 2

27ρ and 8ε ≤ δ ≤ 2
27ρ, the maph∗ : H1(R

α(P )) →
H1(G

α(P, Q, dE)) is an isomorphism whereh : Rα(P ) → Gα(P, Q, dE) is the simplicial map induced by
the nearest point mapνdE

: P → Q.

Proof: Sinceδ ≤ 0.18ρ, we can assume each restricted Voronoi cellMq to be path connected [12]. This
together with the lower bound onα imply thatRα(Pq) is connected for eachq ∈ Q thanks to Proposition 3.4.
Consequently, Proposition 3.2 establishes thath∗ is surjective.

From Proposition 4.1 of [15] and its proof, we obtain the following: for any4ε ≤ r ≤ 2r ≤ r′ ≤
√

3
5ρ,

H1(R
r(P )) ∼= H1(R

r′(P )) ∼= H1(M) (1)
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where the first isomorphism is induced by the canonical inclusioni : Rr(P ) →֒ Rr′(P ). Our assumption

on the ranges ofα andδ implies the required conditions that4ε ≤ α ≤ 1
3

√

3
5ρ and4ε ≤ δ ≤ 1

3

√

3
5ρ. We

claim thati∗ : H1(R
α(P )) → H1(R

α+2δ(P )) induced by the inclusioni : Rα(P ) → Rα+2δ(P ) is an
isomorphism.

First, note that this claim follows easily from (1) ifα ≤ δ by settingr = α andr′ = α + 2δ. Now
assume thatδ ≤ α. Consider the following sequence:

Rδ(P )
i1
→֒ Rα(P )

i
→֒ Rα+2δ(P )

i2
→֒ R3α(P ).

By Eqn (1), we have that the composition of inclusionsi◦i1 : Rδ(P ) → Rα+2δ(P ) induces an isomorphism
at the homology level. Hencei∗ is necessarily surjective. On the other hand, the composition of inclusions
i2 ◦ i : Rα(P ) → R3α(P ) induces an isomorphism at the homology level. Hencei∗ is necessarily injec-
tive. Putting these two together, we have thati∗ is indeed an isomorphism. Thereforeh∗ is injective by
Proposition 2.8. It then follows thath∗ is an isomorphism as claimed.

Notice that the lower bound onδ in Theorem 3.5 is not restricted byα. This means that one can have a
dense input graph for a largeα whose connectivity does not restrict the size of the subsample.

In the next subsection, we show two examples of surface data where the graph induced complex has the
correctH1-homology with a considerably fewer simplices than theν-witness complex, a modified witness
complex suggested in [4] for capturing the topology correctly.

3.2 Reconstruction ofM usingGα(P,Q, dE)

In this subsection, we observe that the graph induced complexes can alsobe used for surface reconstruction.
It is known that ifP is dense andT is a simplicial complex with vertex setP which satisfies the following
conditions, a simplicial manifold can be extracted fromT that is homeomorphic toM [3, 12]. The conditions
are: (i)T is embedded inR3, (ii) all triangles inT have small circumradii compared to reach and (iii)T
contains the restricted Delaunay triangulation. We show thatGα(P, Q, dE) contains the restricted Delaunay
triangulation. We then pruneGα(P, Q, dE) so that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, but none of the
restricted Delaunay triangles are deleted in the process which then ensures condition (iii).

Theorem 3.6 For 8ε ≤ δ ≤ 2
27ρ and α ≥ 8ε, we have thatDel|M Q ⊆ Gα(P, Q, dE) whereP is an

ε-sample of(M, dE) andQ ⊆ P is a δ-sparseδ-sample of(P, dE).

Proof: We will show that if8ε ≤ δ ≤ 2
27ρ andα ≥ 8ε, then any triangleσ ∈ Del|M Q is in Gα(P, Q, dE).

The theorem follows from this.
Let σ = {q1, q2, q3}, andc the center of a surface Delaunay ball ofσ. By Proposition 3.3, there exists a

pointpi ∈ P in B(c, 4ε) so thatqi is the closest point inQ to pi for i = 1, 2, 3. It turns out that the interior
of bounded cones used in the proof of Proposition 3.3 forq1, q2 andq3 are disjoint. Hence each pointpi

found inB(c, 4ε) corresponding toqi is distinct from the other two. Therefore, ifα ≥ 8ε, the verticesp1, p2

andp3 form a clique inGα(P ) and hence the triangleσ is in Gα(P, Q, dE).
The complexGα(P, Q, dE) may have intersecting triangles. We pruneGα(P, Q, dE) to eliminate all

such pairwise intersections while leaving the restricted Delaunay triangles in the complex. This ensures that
the resulting complex embeds inR3 and still contains the restricted Delaunay triangulation. Our simple
observation is that if two intersecting trianglest1 andt2 do not intersect in a common face, one can decide
locally which of the two can possibly be in a Delaunay triangulation.

Observation 3.7 If V is the vertex set of two intersecting trianglest1 and t2 whose intersection is not a
common face of both, then at least one oft1 and t2 is not in DelV . The triangle which is not inDel V
cannot be inDelP whereV ⊆ P .
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One can check locally the Delaunay condition fort1 andt2 and decide to throw away at least one triangle
which is not inDel V . This takes only constant time sinceV contains at most6 vertices. Notice that no
restricted Delaunay triangle can be thrown away by this process. After repeatedly pruning away one of
the pairwise intersecting triangles, we arrive at a complex that embeds inR

3 and contains the restricted
Delaunay triangulationDel|M Q. Next, we prune all triangles that have circumradius more than2δ. Again,
since the surface Delaunay ball of each restricted Delaunay triangle hascircumradius at mostδ + ε ≤ 2δ,
one is ensured that no restricted Delaunay triangle is eliminated. Assumingδ to be sufficiently small, a
sharp edge pruning and a walk on the outside of the resulting complex as described in [3, 12] provides the
reconstructed surface. The output surface has one nice property that the triangles have bounded aspect ratios
since their circumradii are at most2δ and their edge lengths are at leastδ (Q is δ-sparse).

Theorem 3.8 LetM ⊂ R
3 be a smooth, compact, and connected surface. If8ε ≤ δ ≤ 2

27ρ, α ≥ 8ε, P is an
ε-sample of(M, dE), andQ ⊆ P is aδ-sparseδ-sample of(P, dE), then a triangulationT ⊆ Gα(P, Q, dE)
of M can be computed where each triangle inT has a bounded aspect ratio.

We observe in experiments that surfaces can be reconstructed from a very sparse subsample with this
strategy. Figure 4 presents two examples for surface reconstruction. The original sampleP has1, 575, 055
points for the Fertility model and1, 049, 892 points for Botijo model. The input graphs for the graph induced
complex are constructed by connecting two points within distance ofα = 0.45 for FERTILITY andα = 1.0
for BOTIJO. The 2-skeleton of the Rips complex built on the input graph has45, 788, 607 simplices for
FERTILITY and91, 264, 091 simplices for BOTIJO. The subsampleQ consists of3007 points for FERTILITY

with δ = 3.68, and4659 points for BOTIJO with δ = 4.0. The graph induced complexGα(P, Q, dE)
built on the subsample has :3007 vertices,9178 edges,6304 triangles,139 tetrahedra and no other higher
dimensional simplices for FERTILITY ; 4659 vertices,14709 edges,10755 triangles,718 tetrahedra,5 4-
dimensional simplices, and no other higher dimensional simplices for BOTIJO. The reconstructed surfaces
from Gα(P, Q, dE) are shown in Figure 4. For FERTILITY , it has3007 vertices,9039 edges and6026
triangles; for BOTIJO, it has4659 vertices,14001 edges and9334 triangles. Evidently, the graph induced
complex has only a few more simplices compared to the reconstructed surface.

For a comparison, we also constructed theν-witness complex suggested in [4] which also contains the
restricted Delaunay triangulationDel|M Q with ν = (1, 6, 6, 4). Theν-witness complex for FERTILITY has
3007 vertices,35687 edges,119237 triangles and19874 tetrahedra; theν-witness complex for BOTIJO has
4659 vertices,54648 edges,180936 triangles and29654 tetrahedra. The graph induced complex has much
smaller size, but still capturesβ1 (β1 = 8 for the FERTILITY , andβ1 = 10 for the BOTIJO).

4 Point data for more general domains

In this section, we consider domains beyond surfaces inR
3.

4.1 Manifolds

Let M be ak-manifold embedded inRn and letP be a discrete sample of(M, dE). We observe that the
overall setup in Section 3.1 for inferringH1-homology from the graph induced complex generalizes easily to
higher dimensions. The inclusion mapRα(P ) →֒ Rα+2δ(P ) still induces an isomorphism at the homology
level if α and δ are chosen appropriately. In that case, the maph∗ : H1(R

α(P )) → H1(G
α(P, Q, d))

remains injective by the same argument as before. The main trouble arises when we try to prove that it is
also surjective. Observe that, to prove the surjectivity ofh∗, we used the fact that the restricted Voronoi cell
Mq = Vq ∩ M in Vor Q is connected (Proposition 3.4). Unfortunately, this is not necessarily truein high
dimensions given the counterexamples in [4, 10]. To overcome this impedimentwe change the distance
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(a) FERTILITY model (b) BOTIJO model

Figure 4: Reconstructed surfaces for FERTILITY and BOTIJO models.

function replacing the Euclidean distance with the graph distance while buildingGα(P, Q, d). Specifically,
we still considerGα(P ) to be the graph connecting points inP with Euclidean distanceα or less, but take
Q to be aδ-sparseδ-sample of(P, dG) where the graph distancedG = dGα(P ) is defined with the Euclidean
lengths as the edge weights. Then, we considerGα(P, Q, dG).

As before, letPq ⊆ P be the set of points nearest to a pointq ∈ Q with respect todG. Observe
that any point inP that is on the shortest path betweenq and a pointp ∈ Pq also belongs toPq. This
immediately allows us to claim that the1-skeleton ofRα(Pq) is connected, which was needed to claim that
h∗ is surjective.

Proposition 4.1 Rα(Pq) is connected, and thush∗ is surjective.

Theorem 4.2 Let P be anε-sample of an embedded smooth and compact manifoldM with reachρ, and

Q a δ-sample of(P, dG). For 4ε ≤ α, δ ≤ 1
3

√

3
5ρ, the maph∗ : H1(R

α(P )) → H1(G
α(P, Q, dG)) is an

isomorphism whereh : Rα(P ) → Gα(P, Q, dG) is the simplicial map induced by the nearest point map
νdG

: P → Q.

4.2 A leaner subsampling forH1

In this subsection we show that the subsampleQ can be made leaner. The main insight is that we can
define a feature size larger than the reach which permits us to subsample moresparsely with respect to
this larger feature size. Gao et al. [18] considered a similar feature size for the same reason of requiring
sparser sampling for a two dimensional shape. Here we show that such a sparser sample is also adequate for
determiningH1 of manifolds in high dimensions. Our experimental results in Figure 2 suggestthat one can
obtain information aboutH1 from a very sparse sample in practice.

Let K be a simplicial complex with non-negative weights on its edges. We definehomological loop
feature sizeas

hlfs(K) =

{

1
2 inf{|c| : c is non null-homologous 1-cycle inK}
∞ if no suchc exists.

This feature size is very similar to thesystolic feature sizesfs(X, d) of a compact metric space(X, d) [18]
which is the length of the shortest non-contractible loop inX. Our definition ofhlfs when applied to a
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metric space(X, d) becomes larger than or equal tosfs(X, d) . Notice that every loop ofK with length less
than2hlfs(K) is null-homologous inK.

Let Q ⊆ P be aδ-sample of(P, dG) as before but withδ ≤ 1
2hlfs(Rα(P )) − 1

2α. Let h : Rα(P ) →
Gα(P, Q, dG) be the simplicial map as defined earlier. We aim to show that the induced homomorphismh∗

on the first homology is injective. Since we use graph distances, Proposition 4.1 remains valid and henceh∗

remains to be surjective. However, we cannot claimi∗ : H1(R
α(P )) → H1(R

α+2δ(P )) is an isomorphism
becauseδ could be larger than required. Thus, we cannot usei∗ to infer thath∗ is injective as before.
Nevertheless, we can prove the following result using a different approach.

Theorem 4.3 If Q is a δ-sample of(P, dG) for δ < 1
2hlfs(Rα(P )) − 1

2α, thenh∗ : H1(R
α(P )) →

H1(G
α(P, Q, dG)) is an isomorphism.

(c)(b)(a) (d)

u

γuv

b
c

a

π(u, a)

w

v = yk

y0

x1

γk

u = x0

γ0

γ1

y1 x2

u = x0

v

y1

v

y1

y0

x1

y0

x1

x2 y2 x2

u

v

ℓuv

Figure 5: (a)γuv makes a cycle withπ(u, a), π(v, b) andab, (b) γuv as a sum of unicolored chains and
bicolored edges, (c) convertingγuv (shown dotted) tôγuv, (d) a diamond of̂γuv.

Proof: We only need to show thath∗ is injective, as its surjectivity follows from Proposition 4.1. To show
the injectivity, it suffices to show thath∗ has a trivial kernel. Letσ be any triangle inGα(P, Q, dG). If under
the chain maph#, every cycle in the preimage of the boundary cycle∂σ is null homologous, then every
null homologous cycle inGα(P, Q, dG) has only null homologous cycles in its preimage. This is true due
to the fact that a bounded cycle is a sum of boundaries of triangles and thechain maph# is surjective (see
the proof of Proposition 3.2). Below, we show that under the chain maph#, every cycle in the preimage of
the boundary cycle of any triangle indeed is null homologous. It would thenfollow that the kernel ofh∗ is
trivial.

Let γ be any cycle in the preimage of∂σ. We haveγ ∈
∑

uv∈∂σ h−1
# (uv) whereuv be any edge of

of σ. Let γuv be any maximal subpath ofγ so thath#(γuv) = uv (Figure 5(a)). For each suchγuv, we
construct a cycleℓuv so thatℓuv is null homologous andγ is homologous to

∑

ℓuv. Therefore, showingγ
is null homologous reduces to showing that everyℓuv is null-homologous.

We constructℓuv as follows. By the construction ofGα(P, Q, dG), there is a triangleabc ∈ Rα(P )
such thath(abc) = σ with h(a) = u, h(b) = v. Consider the shortest pathsπ(u, a) andπ(v, b) in Gα(P )
from u to a and fromv to b respectively. Observe that all vertices inπ(u, a) andπ(v, b) are mapped to
u andv respectively byh since we are using the graph-induced distancedG to constructGα(P, Q, dG).
Take ℓuv to be the chainπ(u, a) + ab + π(v, b) + γuv; refer to Figure 5(a). With this choice, we have
γ =

∑

ℓuv + ∂(abc) and henceγ is homologous to
∑

ℓuv as promised. To proveℓuv null-homologous, we
construct a homologous patĥγuv to γuv which gives a homologous cyclêℓuv to ℓuv. We then prove that̂ℓuv

is null-homologous.
Call an edgee = (x, y) in Rα(P ) bicolored if its two end-points are mapped to two distinct vertices

by h; otherwise,e is unicolored. A 1-chain fromRα(P ) is unicoloredif it has only unicolored edges. For
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simplicity, we assume that vertices fromγuv are all contained inh−1(u) ∪ h−1(v) becauseγuv is always
homologous to a path containing vertices mapped only tou or v. In this case,γuv can be decomposed into
a set of bicolored edges{y0x1, y1x2, . . . , yk−1xk} together with a set of unicolored chains{γ0, γ1, . . . , γk}
such that∂γi = xi + yi. In particular,γuv can be written as

γuv = γ0 + y0x1 + γ1 + y1x2 + · · · + yk−1xk + γk. (2)

See Figure 5(b) for an illustration.

Claim 4.4 Let γi be a unicolored chain with two boundary pointsxi, yi so that for any simplexτ ∈ γi,
h(τ) = u. Then,γi is homologous to the chain̂γi = π(xi, u) + π(u, yi).

Given the chainγuv with subchainsγi as in equation 2, we convert it to a homologous chain

γ̂uv = γ̂0 + y0x1 + γ̂1 + · · · + yk−1xk + γ̂k.

Replaceγuv with γ̂uv in ℓuv to obtain a homologous cyclêℓuv; refer to Figure 5. Observe thatℓ̂uv is the
sum of cycles (diamonds) that have two unicolored chains and two bicolored edges as shown in Figure 5(d).
Such a cyclec has length at most4δ + 2α. This is because each unicolored chain inc has at most two
shortest paths of the formπ(u, xi) andπ(u, yi) (or π(v, xi) andπ(v, yi)) that have lengths2δ or less (Q is
a δ-sample of(P, dG)), and the two bicolored edges have lengths at most2α in Gα(P ). The cyclec is null
homologous because its length is

|c| ≤ 4δ + 2α < 2hlfs(Rα(P )), given that δ <
1

2
hlfs(Rα(P )) −

1

2
α.

It follows that ℓ̂uv is null homologous.
We only need to show Claim 4.4 to finish the proof. Letxi = p0, p1, · · · , pm = yi be the sequence

of vertices on the unicolored chain (path)γi. Consider the shortest pathsπ(pi, u) for eachpi on this path.
The length of the cyclezi = π(u, pi) + pipi+1 + π(u, pi+1) is at most2δ + α for eachi ∈ [0, m − 1].
Therefore, it is null homologous by our assumption. We haveγi + γ̂i =

∑m−1
i−0 zi = 0. Therefore,γi andγ̂i

are homologous.
Notice that, we can use Theorem 4.3 to computeH1(M) for a manifoldM from a much leaner sub-

sample than predicted by Theorem 3.5. It is known that, for anε-sampleP of M , the shortest non-trivial
1-cycle inRα(P ) has a length which is at least a constant times the length of the shortest non-trivial 1-cycle
of H1(M); see Theorem 3.11 in [14] for details. This means that aδ-sample ofP whereδ is at most some
constant fraction of the shortest non-trivial1-cycle ofM is sufficient to build the graph induced complex
fromRα(P ) to inferH1(M).

4.3 Point data for compact sets

So far we have focused onH1-homology. In this section we extend the domain to compact subspaces of
Euclidean spaces and consider homology groups of all dimensions. This generality comes at the expense of
additional computations. Unlike previous approaches that allow us to infer theH1-homology of the sampled
manifold by computing directly the same for the graph induced complexes, now we need to compute the
persistent homology [16] induced by simplicial maps. The well-known algorithms for computing persistent
homology [16] work for maps induced by inclusions. In a contemporary paper [13], we present an algorithm
that can compute the persistent homology induced by simplicial maps.

Let X ⊂ R
n be a compact set andXλ be its offset withλ > 0. Since it is difficult to computeHk(X)

from a sample [9], we aim for computing the homology groupsHk(X
λ) for the offsetXλ. Let wfs(X)
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denote the theweak feature sizewhich is defined as the smallest positive critical value of the distance
function toX [8]. We prove that the persistent homology of the graph induced complex defined with either
Euclidean or graph distanced provides the correct homology ofXλ where0 < λ < wfs(X). Specifically,
the image ofh∗ : Hk(G

α(P, Q, d)) → Hk(G
α′

(P, Q′, d)) induced by a simplicial maph : Gα(P, Q, d) →
Gα′

(P, Q′, d) becomes isomorphic toHk(X
λ) for appropriateα andα′. It is worth noting that the lower

bound onα for which we prove this result depends only on the densityε of the inputP and not on the
density of the subsampled setQ. This is in contrast with a similar result for witness complexes presented
in [9]. We recall the following result from [9].

Proposition 4.5 If the sequence of homomorphismsA → B → C → D → E → F between finite
dimensional vector spaces satisfies thatrank(A → F ) = rank(C → D), thenrank(B → E) = rank(C →
D).

Let Q andQ′ be subsamples ofP whereQ is aδ-sparseδ-sample andQ′ is aδ′-sparseδ
′
-sample for

δ
′
> δ. Consider the interleaving sequence between the graph induced and Ripscomplexes,

Rα(P ) Â Ä i1 //

h1

%%L
L

L
L

L
L

L
L

L
L

L
Rα+2δ(P )

Â Ä i2 // R4(α+2δ)(P )
Â Ä i3 //

h2

²²

R4(α+2δ)+2δ
′

(P )

Gα(P, Q, d)
h //

?Â

j1

OO

G4(α+2δ)(P, Q′, d)

(
©

j2
55llllllllllllll

(3)

wherei1, i2, i3, j1 andj2 are inclusions andh = h2 ◦ i2 ◦ j1. By Proposition 2.8,h1 andh2 are simplicial
maps . Therefore,h is also a simplicial map as composition of simplicial maps. In particular,h is the
simplicial map induced by the vertex map that maps each pointq ∈ Q to its closest pointq′ ∈ Q′ in Q′. We
prove thatim h∗

∼= Hk(X
λ) whereh∗ : Hk(G

α(P, Q, d)) → Hk(G
4(α+2δ)(P, Q′, d)) andε , α andδ fall in

appropriate ranges.

Theorem 4.6 Let X ⊂ R
n be a compact space. Let0 < ε < 1

9wfs(X) andP be anε-sample of(X, dE).
LetQ be aδ-sparseδ-sample of(P, d) andQ′ be aδ′-sparseδ

′
-sample of(P, d), whered is either Euclidean

or graph distance andδ
′
> δ.

If 2ε ≤ α ≤ 1
4(wfs(X) − ε) and(α + 2δ) + 1

2δ
′
≤ 1

4(wfs(X) − ε), thenim h∗
∼= Hk(X

λ) (0 < λ <

wfs(X)) whereh∗ : Hk(G
α(P, Q, d)) → Hk(G

4(α+2δ)(P, Q′, d)) is induced byh in diagram (3).

Proof: The diagram (3) is not commutative in general. However, it is commutative at the homology level.
Proposition 2.8 makes the two triangles at the left and right commutative. The middle square commutes by
definition ofh. Now consider the sequence,

Hk(R
α(P ))

h1∗ // Hk(G
α(P, Q, d))

j1∗ // Hk(R
α+2δ(P ))

i2∗ // Hk(R
4(α+2δ)(P ))

h2∗ // Hk(G
4(α+2δ)(P, Q′, d))

j2∗ //
Hk(R

4(α+2δ)+2δ
′

(P ))

(4)

Consider the sequence of inclusions at the upper level of the diagram (1). Sinceα ≥ 2ε and(α+2δ)+ 1
2δ

′
≤

1
4(wfs(X) − ε), we have that

im (i3 ◦ i2 ◦ i1)∗ ∼= Hk(X
λ) andim (i2)∗ ∼= Hk(X

λ)
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by Theorem3.6 of [9]. Considering the diagram in (1) and the sequence in (4) we have

Hk(X
λ) ∼= im (i3∗ ◦ i2∗ ◦ i1∗) ∼= im((j2∗ ◦ h2∗) ◦ i2∗ ◦ (j1∗ ◦ h1∗)) ∼= im i2∗ (5)

Letting h = h2 ◦ i2 ◦ j1, the rightmost isomorphism in (5) allows us to claim thatim h∗
∼= Hk(X

λ) by
applying Proposition 4.5 to the sequence (4).

5 Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the graph induced complex that can be built upon a given point cloud data
and a suitable graph connecting them. This complex, to some extent, has the advantages of both Rips and
witness complexes. We have identified several of its topological propertiesthat can evidently be useful in
extracting information from point data even in high dimensions.

In Section 4.3, we showed how to infer the homology groups of a compact set using the persistent ho-
mology of a pair of graph induced complexes constructed with two values ofδ. One can consider a filtration
of Gα(P, Q, d) with Q sparsified for increasing values ofα andδ. Then, one can obtain a persistence dia-
gram [11] out of this “full filtration” using our recently proposed algorithm for computing the topological
persistence for filtrations connected with simplicial maps [13]. The algorithm will collapse vertices pro-
gressing through the filtration and hence will keep the size of the complex in question contained. Relating
this persistence diagram to that of a filtration obtained by a Rips filtration is an interesting question. We
have addressed this question in a subsequent work [13].

Finding other applications where the graph induced complex becomes useful also remains open for
further investigations.
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A Proof of Proposition 3.3

First, we present an elementary geometric result that we need to use in the proof. LetC(o,~v, α) ∈ R
3 denote

the cone with apexo, axis in the direction of~v and aperture2α.

Claim A.1 Given a ballB with radiusr and centerc, let q be an arbitrary point on the boundary ofB.
Consider the two nested conesC1 = C(c,−→cq, α) andC2 = C(c,−→cq, 2α) with the same axis. Letp be any
point from the intersection of the ball and the inner cone; that is,p ∈ B ∩ C1. Let x be an arbitrary
point from the boundary ofB outside the outer cone; that is,x /∈ C2, andx ∈ ∂B. Then we have that
‖p − q‖ < ‖p − x‖.

Proof: Denoteαq := ∠pcq andαx := ∠pcx. Becausex is outside of the outer-cone with aperture4α, and
p is inside of the inner cone of aperture2α, we have that we haveαq < α < αx. Now consider the triangle
△pcq. By the Cosine Law, we have that

‖p − q‖2 = ‖p − c‖2 + ‖c − q‖2 − 2‖p − c‖ · ‖c − q‖ cos(αd) = ‖p − c‖2 + r2 − 2r‖p − c‖ cos(αq).

Similarly, consider the△pox, and we have

‖p − x‖2 = ‖p − c‖2 + ‖c − x‖2 − 2‖p − c‖ · ‖c − x‖ cos(αp) = ‖p − c‖2 + r2 − 2r‖p − c‖ cos(αx).

Since0 ≤ αq < αx ≤ π, we have‖p − q‖ < ‖p − x‖.

Now consider the surface Delaunay ballBc = B(c, r) that passing through the vertices of the simplex
σ and containing no other points fromQ. Recall thatq is an arbitrary vertex ofσ. Since all other vertices
of σ are at leastδ-Euclidean distance away fromq, we then have that the intersection ofBc with the cone
C(c,−→cq, 2 arcsin δ

2r
) contains no point fromQ other thanq. By applying Claim A.1 withα = arcsin δ

2r
, we

then obtain that

Corollary A.2 If there exists a pointp ∈ P such thatp ∈ Bc ∩C(c,−→cq, arcsin δ
2r

)∩M , thenq must be the
closest point top among all points inQ.

In what follows, we will show that a pointp ∈ P satisfying the conditions in Corollary A.2 as well as
thatp ∈ B(c, 4ε) indeed exists when8ε ≤ δ ≤ 2

27ρ(M). This will then prove the proposition. Specifically,
we will first identify a sample pointp ∈ P , and then we will show thatp satisfies the requirements of the
proposition.

x
q

y

c

o′

o

M

Identifying a point p ∈ P . Let Bo = B(m, ρ) andBo′ = B(m′, ρ) be two
balls tangent toM at c; assume without loss of generality thatBo is inside of
M andBo′ is outside. Locally aroundc, the surfaceM is sandwiched between
Bo andBo′ . Now consider the planeP = span{o, o′, q}; note thatc also lies
in P. DenoteBc,P = Bc ∩ P, Bo,P = Bo ∩ P andBo′,P = Bo′ ∩ P. Let x
be the intersection point ofBc,P andBo,P that is on the same side of the line
passing throughoo′ as the pointq. Similarly, let y be the intersection point of
Bc,P with Bo′,P on the same side of the lineoo′ asq. Obviously,q lines on the
arc

⌢
xy that avoidsBo,P andBo′,P . See the right figure for an illustration where

the shaded region isBc,P . Setθ := ∠xcy; easy to see thatθ = ∠xoc = ∠yo′c. Hence we have that

sin θ
2 = ‖c−x‖

2ρ
= r

2ρ
.

Now consider the segmentcq and the pointw ∈ cq such that the length ofcw is a valueℓ which we
will set later. Asw is contained in the cone with apexc and apertureθ in the planeP, the ballB(w, ℓ sin θ)
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will intersect both segmentcx andcy, thus intersecting bothBo andBo′ . SinceBo is inside the surfaceM
andBo′ outside, it follows thatB(w, ℓ sin θ) ∩ M 6= ∅. Pick any pointp′ ∈ B(w, ℓ sin θ) ∩ M . By the
ε-sampling condition ofP , there must exist a sample pointp ∈ P such that‖p − p′‖ ≤ ε. In other words,
there is a sample pointp ∈ P such thatp ∈ B(w, ℓ sin θ + ε).

The requirements onp. We now need to show that the parameterℓ can be chosen such that the pointp
satisfies all the requirements from the proposition. In particular, we need the following:

C-1 p ∈ B(c, 4ε); and

C-2 q is the closest point top among all points inQ.

Now setτ = arcsin ℓ sin θ+ε
ℓ

. Obviously, the ballB(w, ℓ sin θ + ε) (and thus the pointp) is con-
tained inside the coneC(c,−→cq, τ). Observe that by Corollary A.2, condition (C-2) is satisfied if (C-2.a)
B(w, ℓ sin θ + ε) ∈ B(c, r) (implying thatp ∈ M ), and (C-2.b)τ ≤ arcsin δ

2r
(implying thatp is contained

in the inner coneC(c,−→cq, arcsin δ
2r

)).

The existence of a validℓ. What remains is to find a value forℓ so that (C-1), (C-2.a), and (C-2.b) are
all satisfied simultaneously. Note that since‖w − c‖ = ℓ, we have that‖p − c‖ ≤ ℓ + ℓ sin θ + ε. Hence
condition (C-1) is satisfied ifℓ + ℓ sin θ + ε ≤ 4ε. Sincesin θ ≤ 2 sin θ

2 = r
ρ
, (C-1) holds as long as the

following inequality holds.

ℓ ≤
3ε

1 + r
ρ

. (6)

Sinceδ ≥ 8ε, if (C-1) holds, then we have that‖p − c‖ ≤ 4ε ≤ δ
2 ≤ r, which implies (C-2.a). Now

consider condition (C-2.b), which holds ifℓ sin θ+ε
ℓ

≤ δ
2r

. Sinceδ/2 ≤ r ≤ δ + ε and8ε ≤ δ < 2ρ/27, we
have that

r

ρ
≤

δ + ε

ρ
≤

δ + δ/8

ρ
<

1

4
≤

δ

4δ
≤

δ

2r
.

That is, δ
2r

− sin θ ≥ δ
2r

− r
ρ

> 0 (recall thatsin θ ≤ 2 sin θ = r/ρ). Hence condition (C-2.b) holds if

ℓ ≥
ε

δ
2r

− r
ρ

(≥
ε

δ
2r

− sin θ
). (7)

Putting (6) and (7) together, we have that as long as the valueℓ satisfying the following inequality.

ε
δ
2r

− r
ρ

≤ ℓ ≤
3ε

1 + r
ρ

. (8)

then conditions (C-1) and (C-2) will be satisfied, and there exists a pointp ∈ P as stated in the proposition.
Given that8ε ≤ δ < 2ρ/27, we can show that validℓ exists. For example, forℓ = 36ε

13 , inequality in Eqn
(8) holds as

ε
δ
2r

− r
ρ

≤
ε

δ
2(δ+ε) −

δ+ε
ρ

≤
ε

4δ
9δ

−
9

8
δ

ρ

<
ε

4
9 −

9

8
· 2ρ
27

ρ

=
36ε

13
= ℓ

and

3ε

1 + r
ρ

≥
3ε

1 + δ+ε
ρ

≥
3ε

1 +
9

8
δ

ρ

>
3ε

1 +
9

8
· 2ρ
27

ρ

=
36ε

12
= ℓ.
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